
Congrats! You’ve mastered opening your Pop-Up SALT Booth®. Now you’re ready to enjoy it!

Folding Your Pop-Up SALT Booth® is as Easy as 1-2 -3.

Using Your Pop-Up SALT Booth® for the First Time. A Little Practice Helps.

TIPS FOR USING YOUR POP-UP SALT BOOTH®

UNTWIST UNFOLD SHAKE

1. FOLD PANELS FLAT 2. CURL THEN ROLL UNDER 3. PUSH SIDES IN TO FLATTEN

2A. CURL TOP 
       FORWARD

2B. FOLD UNDER

1. Place the Pop-Up SALT Booth® on its back so it’s laying on the ground with the front facing up.
Fold one side flat, then the other. Both panels should lay completely flat.
Make sure the wires are also flat (not twisted). Step on wires to flatten.

2. Tuck in roof and floor panels. Stand the Pop-Up SALT Booth® up so the back of it is facing you.
Curling your Pop-Up SALT Booth® correctly is key to folding. Firmly curl it forward halfway down.
Continue curling it (roll it under) until the top wire is facing toward your shins.

3. Once the Pop-Up SALT Booth® is fully curled under, grab the right side of it and push it toward the
middle. Grab the left side and push it on top to shape it into a flat circle. Place it in its carry case.

• Remove the Pop-Up SALT Booth® from its carry bag. Hold it with both hands extended at arms length.
• Release one hand and let it untwist until it pops open.
• Unzip one or more panels then unfold side panels. Pull out panels to pop it fully open.
• Sit it in a vertical position (standing it up).
• Grab it by both front sides. Shake vigorously for 3 seconds.

 It may take one or two tries to get the hang of it. Click Here to Watch a Video on Opening and Folding a Similar Booth.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBvPVRFmC7E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eH3cG9xBFHg



